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Welcome!

● We're glad you're here

● Class has hands-on labs for nearly every chapter

● Please make a name tent

● Instructor name: ____________________________

● Instructor e-mail: ___________________________

Have Fun!
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Classroom etiquette

● Noisemakers off

● No phone conversations

● Come and go quietly during class.

Please turn off cell phone ringers and other noisemakers.

If you need to have a phone conversation, please leave the classroom.

We're adults here; feel free to leave the clasroom if you need to use the restroom, make a 
phone call, etc. You don't have to wait for a lab or break, but please try not to disturb your
fellow students.

Please do not bring killer rabbits to class. They might maim, 
dismember, or otherwise disturb your fellow students.
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Course Outline

Day 1
Chapter 1 Python Refresher

Chapter 2 Modules and Packages

Chapter 3 Pythonic Idioms

Chapter 4 Serializing Data

Day 2
Chapter 5 Working with Excel

Chapter 6 iPython and Jupyter

Chapter 7  Developer Tools

Chapter 8 numpy

Day 3
Chapter 9 scipy

Chapter 10 pandas

Chapter 11 matplotlib

Chapter 12 Pillow

The actual schedule may vary based on student requests for
extra topics.
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Student files
You will need to load some student files onto your computer. The files are in a 
compressed archive. When you extract them onto your computer, they will all be 
extracted into a directory named py3sci3day.

What's in the files?

py3sci3day contains data and other files needed for the exercises

py3sci3day/EXAMPLES contains the examples from the course manuals.

py3sci3day/ANSWERS contains sample answers to the labs.

py3sci3day/py3sci3day_links.html contains links relevant to the course.

The student files do not contain Python itself. It will need to be installed separately. This 
has probably already been done for you.
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Extracting the student files

Unix (includes Unix, Linux, MacOS, etc)

Copy the file py3sci3day.tgz to any convenient location. In your home directory, type

tar xzvf py3sci3day.tgz
This will create the py3sci3day directory under your home directory.

Note: if your version of Unix is elderly, its tar command may not support the z 
option. If this is so, use this command line instead:
gzip -dc py3sci3day.tgz | tar xvf -

Windows

Open the file py3sci3day.zip. Extract all files to your desktop, C:\ (if you have 
permission), or any other convenient location. This will create the folder py3sci3day.
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Examples

● Most examples from course manual provided in 
EXAMPLES subdirectory

● First line of output shows how script was invoked

It will look like this:

Example
np_create_ranges.py

import numpy as np

r1 = np.arange(50)
print(r1)
print("size is", r1.size)
print()

r2 = np.arange(5,101,5)
print(r2)
print("size is", r2.size)
print()

r3 = np.arange(1.0,5.0,.3333333)
print(r3)
print("size is", r3.size)
print()

r4 = np.linspace(1.0, 5.0, 7)
print(r4)
print("size is", r4.size)

np_create_ranges.py
[ 0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49]
size is 50

[  5  10  15  20  25  30  35  40  45  50  55  60  65  70  75  80  85  90
  95 100]
size is 20

[ 1.         1.3333333  1.6666666  1.9999999  2.3333332  2.6666665
  2.9999998  3.3333331  3.6666664  3.9999997  4.333333   4.6666663
  4.9999996]
size is 13

[ 1.          1.66666667  2.33333333  3.          3.66666667  4.33333333
  5.        ]
size is 7
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Lab Exercises

● Relax – the labs are not quizzes

● Feel free to modify labs

● Ask the instructor for help

● Work on your own scripts or data

● Answers are in py3sci3day/ANSWERS
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Appendices

● Appendix A: Using SymPy

● Appendix B: Python Bibliography
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Variables

● Variables are declared by assignment

● Dynamic typing (AKA "Duck Typing")

Variables are declared by assigning to them. Python does not require explicit type 
specifiers, but sets the type implicitly by examining the value that was assigned. This 
form of dynamic typing is sometimes called "duck typing", because "if it looks like a 
duck and quacks like a duck it must be a duck". 

Thus, assigning a number to a variable creates a variable of type int, while assigning text 
to a variable creates a variable of type string. Once a variable is assigned to, it will cause 
an error if the variable is used with an operator or function that is inappropriate for the 
type.

A variable cannot be used before it is assigned to.

Example
name = 'Fred Flintstone'
count = 0
name = 'Fred Flintstone'
colors = [ 'red', 'purple', 'green' ]

Typing Disciplines
Dynamic Static

Weak awk
csh, ksh, bash

JavaScript
Perl
PHP

Visual Basic

Strong Python
Common Lisp

Ruby

C, C++
C#

COBOL
Fortran

Java
Visual Basic
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Basic Python Data types

● Python has many data types

● Use type name builtin to convert

Python has many data types. There are builtin functions to convert from one type to 
another. If the source type cannot be converted to the target type, a TypeError is thrown. 

● Numeric types

• bool

• int

• float

• complex

● Sequence types

• str

• bytes

• list

• tuple

● Mapping types

• dict

• set

• frozenset
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Sequences

● Strings are text (arrays of Unicode characters)
● s = "text";

● Bytes are arrays of bytes
● b = b"text";

● Lists are ordered sets of values
my_list = []

● sequence[start:limit:stride]

● Tuples are immutable lists
my_tuple = ()

Python supports four types of sequences – strings, bytes, lists, and tuples. All sequences 
share a common set of operations, methods, and builtin functions; each type also has 
operations specific to that type.

A str object is a list of Unicode characters. A bytes object is a list of bytes. 

All sequences support slicing, which means returning a subset of the sequence using the 
[start,limit,step] syntax.

Examples
colors = [ 'red', 'green', 'blue', 'purple', 'pink', 'yellow', 'black' ]
c1 = colors[0]    #  'red'
c2 = colors[1:4]  #  'green', 'blue', 'purple'
c3 = colors[-1]   # 'black'
c4 = colors[:3]   # 'red', 'green', 'blue'
c5 = colors[3:]   # 'purple', 'pink', 'yellow', 'black'

Note that the starting value of a slice is inclusive, while the ending
value is exclusive.
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Mapping Types

● Dictionaries are mapped sets of values

● Sets are similar to dictionaries but contain only keys

● Syntax
d = { }

s = set()

f = frozenset()                                                

Python also supports unordered sets of values. These non-sequential sets of data are also 
called mapping types.  

A dictionary is a set of values indexed by an immutable keyword.  Dictionaries are used 
for many tasks, including mapping one set of values to another, and counting occurrences
of values.

A set is an unindexed set of values. Sets are used to find unique values, and to test for 
membership. There are two types  -- the normal set is dynamic (mutable), and a frozenset 
is fixed (immutable), like a tuple. Use it to specify a fixed set of values.
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Program structure

● Variables, subroutines, and classes must be declared 
before use

● Normal order is 

- Imports

- Global variables

- Main function

- Subroutines

- Call main function

In Python, modules must be imported before their contents may be accessed. Variables, 
subroutines, and classes must be declared before they can be used. Thus most scripts are 
ordered in this way:

1. import statements

2. global variables

3. main function

4. subroutines

5. call main function

You may want to make a template for  your Python scripts. Most editors and IDEs 
support templates or code snippets. 

Python for Scientists 1-5
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Example

#!/usr/bin/python

#-----------------------------------------------
#  Imports From Standard Library
#-----------------------------------------------
import sys

# other imports here...

#-----------------------------------------------
#  Global variables (capitalized)
#-----------------------------------------------

#-----------------------------------------------
#  Main function
#-----------------------------------------------
def main(args):
   pass

#-----------------------------------------------
#  Function definitions
#--------------------------------------------

# other functions here...

#-----------------------------------------------
#  Program starts here
#-----------------------------------------------

if __name__ == '__main__':
    main(sys.argv)

1-6 Python for Scientists
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Files and console I/O

● print()

● open()

● input()

Screen output

To output to the screen, use the print() function. print() normally outputs a newline after 
its arguments, this can be controlled with the end parameter. 

print() puts spaces between its arguments by default. To use a different separator, set the 
sep parameter to the desired separator, which might be an empty string. 

Reading files

To read a file, open it with the open() function as part of a with statement. 

To read it line by line, iterate through the file with a for loop. To read the entire file, use 
file.read(); to read all the lines into a list, use file.readlines().  To read a specified number
of bytes, use file.read(n).

To navigate within a file, use file.seek(offset, whence); to get the current location, use 
file.tell().

User input

To get input from the user, use input(). It provides a prompt to the user, and returns a 
string, with the newline already trimmed.

Python for Scientists 1-7
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Conditionals

● Test a Boolean value

● Variations on if

● Syntax

if EXPR:
elif EXPR:
else:

The conditional statement in Python, like most languages, is if. There are several 
variations on how if is used. All depend on testing a value to see whether it is true or 
false. 

The following values are false:

False, empty collections, and zero

Everything else is true.

Python has a shortcut if-else that is something like the ?: operator in C, Perl and other 
curly-brace languages

value1 if condition else value2

Examples

if name == 'root:
    print("do not run this utility as root")
elif name == 'guest':
    print("sorry – guests are not allowed to run this utility")
else:
    print("starting processing")

limit = sys.args[1] if len(sys.args) > 1 else 100

1-8 Python for Scientists
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Loops

● Two kinds of loops

● while is used when waiting for a condition (typically 
waiting for data, as from a file or database)

● for is used when iterating over a  sequence

Python has two kinds of loops. 

The while loop is used for reading data, typically from a database or other data source, or 
when waiting for user input to end a loop. 

The for loop is used to iterate through a sequence of data. Because Python uses iterators 
to simplify access to many kinds of data, the for loop is used in places that would use 
while in most languages. The most frequent example of this is in reading lines from a file.

while and for loops can also have an else block, which is always 
executed unless a break statement is executed. 

Python for Scientists 1-9
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Example
loops_ex.py

colors = [ 'red', 'green', 'blue', 'purple', 'pink', 'yellow', 'black' ]

for color in colors: 
    print(color) 
print() 

with open('../DATA/mary.txt') as MARY: 
    for line in MARY: 
        print(line,end='') 
print() 

while True: 
    name = input("What is your name? ") 
    if name.lower() == 'q': 
       break 
    print("Welcome,",name)

loops_ex.py
red 
green 
blue 
purple 
pink 
yellow 
black 

Mary had a little lamb, 
Its fleece was white as snow, 
And everywhere that mary went 
The lamb was sure to go 

What is your name? John 
Welcome, John 
What is your name? q 
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Builtins

● 72 builtin functions (v3.2.2)

● Not called from an object or package

● Can work on many different data types

Python has many builtin functions. These provide generic functionality that is not tied to 
a particular type or package.

They can be applied to many different data types, but not all functions can be applied to 
all data types.

If you accidentally overwrite a builtin, you can copy it back from 
the __builtins__ module

Python for Scientists 1-11
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Chapter 1 Exercises

Exercise 1-1 (pres_by_state.py)

Using the file presidents.txt (in the DATA folder), count the number of Presidents who 
were born in each state. In other words, the output of your script should be a list, sorted 
by state name, with the state and the number of presidents that were born in that state:

Hint: First declare a dictionary to hold the data. Then read the file in one line at a time. 
Split each line into fields using a colon as the separator. Add/update the element of the 
dictionary where the key is the state. Add 1 each time the state occurs. 

Arkansas              1 
California            1 
Connecticut           1 
Georgia               1 
etc

Exercise 1-2 (pres_dates.py)

Write an interactive script that asks for a president's last name. For each president whose 
last name matches, print out their date of birth and date of death. For presidents who are 
still alive, print three asterisks for the date.

For the ambitious --
1. Make the name search case-insensitive
2. Change your script to print out matches for partial names – so "jeff" would find 
"Jefferson", e.g.

1-12 Python for Scientists
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Chapter 7 Objectives

● Run pylint to check source code

● Create basic unit test cases

● Run test cases

● Skip tests with decorators

● Discover test cases automatically

● Debug scripts

● Find speed bottlenecks in code

● Compare algorithms to see which is faster
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Program development

● More than just coding

-- Design first

-- Consistent style

-- Comments

-- Debugging

– Testing

-- Documentation

7-2 Python for Scientists
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Comments

● Keep comments up-to-date

● Use complete sentences

● Block comments describe a section of code

● Inline comments describe a line

● Don't state the obvious

Comments that contradict the code are worse than no comments.  Always make a priority 
of keeping the comments up-to-date when the code changes!

Comments should be complete sentences.  If a comment is a phrase or    sentence, its first 
word should be capitalized, unless it is an identifier that begins with a lower case letter 
(never alter the case of identifiers!).

 If a comment is short, the period at the end can be omitted.  Block comments generally 
consist of one or more paragraphs built out of complete sentences, and each sentence 
should end in a period. Use two spaces after a sentence-ending period.

Block comments generally apply to some (or all) code that follows them, and are indented
to the same level as that code.  Each line of a block comment starts with a # and a single 
space (unless it is indented text inside the comment).

Paragraphs inside a block comment are separated by a line containing a single #.

Use inline comments sparingly. Inline comments should be separated by at least two 
spaces from the statement; they should start with a # and a single space.

Inline comments are unnecessary and in fact distracting if they state the obvious.  Don't 
do this:

        x = x + 1       # Increment x
Only use an inline comment if the reason for the statement is not obvious.

        x = x + 1       # Compensate for border

The above was adapted from PEP 8.

See Pep 257 for detailed suggestions for doc strings
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pylint

● Checks many aspects of code

● Finds mistakes

● Rates your code for standards compliance

● Don't worry if your code has a lower rating!

● Can be highly customized

pylint  is  a  Python  source code analyzer which looks for programming errors, helps 
enforcing a coding standard  and  sniffs  for  some  code   smells (as defined in Martin 
Fowler’s Refactoring book) 
from the pylint documentation

pylint can be very helpful in identifying errors and pointing out where your code does not
follow standard coding conventions. It was developed by Python coders at Logilab 
(www.logilab.fr).

It has very verbose output, which can be modified via command line options. 

pylint  can be customized to reflect local coding conventions.

To use pylint, just say pylint filename, or pylint directory.

Most Python IDEs have pylint, or the equivalent, built in.

Other tools for analyzing Python code: 

pyflakes

pychecker
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Customizing pylint

● Use pylint --generate-rcfile 

● Redirect to file

● Edit as needed

● Knowledge of regular expressions useful

● Name file ~/.pylintrc on Linux/Unix/OS X

● Use –rcfile file to specify custom file on Windows

To customize pylint, run pylint with only the -generate-rcfile option. This will output a 
well-commented configuration file to STDOUT, so redirect it to a convenient location. 

Edit the file as needed. The comments describe what each part does. You can change the 
allowed names of variables, functions, classes, and pretty much everything else. You can 
even change the rating algorithm. 

Windows
Put the file in a convenient location (name it something like pylintrc). Invoke pylint with
the –rcfile option to specify the location of the file. 

pylint will also find a file named pylintrc in the current directory, without needing the 
-rcfile option.

Non-Windows systems
On Unix-like systems (Unix, Mac OS, Linux, etc.), /etc/pylintrc and ~/.pylintrc will be 
automatically loaded, in that order. 

See docs.pylint.org for more details.
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Using pyreverse

● Source analyzer

● Reverse engineers Python code

● Part of pylint

● Generates UML diagrams

pyreverse is a Python source code analyzer. It reads a script, and the modules it depends 
on, and generates UML diagrams.  It is installed as part of the pylint package.

There are many options to control what it analyzes and what kind of output it produces.

Example

pyreverse -o png -p animal -A animal.py mammal.py insect.py

classes_class_tree.png

There may be some issues with pyreverse under Python 3, due to
some new constructs that pyreverse doesn't yet know how to deal
with.
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The unittest Module

● Provides automation for testing

● Test classes inherit from unittest.TestCase

A unit test is a test which asserts that an isolated piece of code (one function, method, or 
class) has some expected behavior. It is a way of making sure that code provides 
repeatable results. 

The unittest module provides base classes and tools for creating, running, and 
managing unit tests.

There are three main components of a unit testing system:

1. Unit tests – individual assertions that an expected condition has been met

2. Test cases – collections of related unit tests

3. Test runners – utilities to execute the tests in one or more test cases

Unit tests should each test one aspect of your code, and each test should be independent 
of all other tests, including the order in which tests are run. 

Unit tests are collected into a test case, which is a related group of unit tests. You can 
create test cases by inheriting from unittest.TestCase.

Individual test names must begin with "test", so they can be discovered by automated test 
runners. It is conventional to make test names verbose, so when test names are output, it 
is clear which tests are being run.  

Each test makes an assertion; that is, it asserts that some condition is true. In addition to 
the builtin assert function,  unittest.TestCase provides many specialized assertion 
functions to give better reporting when a test fails. 

Another component of a unit test system is a test suite, which is a collection of test cases 
or other test suites. unittest also provides test suite builders. 

PyCharm will automatically detect a script that contains test 
cases, and use its own internal test runner. To run a test script 
normally, use Edit Configurations to modify how the script is run.
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unittest Assertions
Methods Assert that...
assertAlmostEqual

assertNotAlmostEqual

Two expressions are equal [unequal] as determined by their 
difference rounded to the given number of decimal places (default 7) 
and comparing to zero, or by comparing that the difference between 
the two objects is more than the given delta.

assertDictContainsSubset First dictionary is a superset of the second.

assertDictEqual Two dictionaries have the same keys and values

assertEqual

assertNotEqual

Two expressions are equal [unequal] as determined by the '==' 
operator.

assertGreater The first expression is greater than the second

assertGreaterEqual The first expression is greater than or equal to the second

assertIn

assertNotIn

The first expression is [not] a member of the second

assertIs

assertIsNot

The first expression is [not] the same object as the second

assertIsInstance

assertNotIsInstance

The first expression is [not] an instance of the second

assertIsNone

assertIsNotNone

The expression is [not] None

assertItemsEqual The first expression and second expression have the same element 
counts (and the same elements, but not necessarily in the same order)

assertLess The first expression is less than the second

assertLessEqual The first expression is less than or equal to the second

assertListEqual The first list is equal to the second

assertMultiLineEqual The first multi-line strings is equal to the second

assertRaises The specified exception is raised when the specified callable is 
invoked

assertRegexpMatches

assertNotRegexpMatches

The expression matches [does not match] the specified regular 
expression (can be string or re instance)

assertSequenceEqual The first ordered sequence (lists or tuples) is equal to the second

assertSetEqual The first set is equal to the second

AssertTrue, assert_

assertFalse

The expression is True [False]

assertTupleEqual The first tuple is equal to the second

Note: shaded methods can  have a trailing 's' – assertEqual and assertEquals are equivalent
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Fixtures

● Run before and after each test

● Factor out common code

● Predefined names: setUp() and tearDown()

● Class-level fixtures: setUpClass and tearDownClass()

To avoid duplicating code across many tests, unittest provides  fixtures. These are 
methods that are called before or after each individual test. They can be used for some 
common task, such as initializing an array or creating a class instance. 

Instance methods setUp()  and tearDown() are called before and after each test, if present.
If you do not implement them, the default versions do nothing.

You can also implement class-level fixtures. SetUpClass() and tearDownClass() are 
called at the beginning and end of the entire test case. These methods must be decorated 
with the @classmethod decorator. 
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Example
testrandom.py

import random
import random
import unittest

class TestSequenceFunctions(unittest.TestCase):
    @classmethod
    def setUpClass(cls):
        print("Starting all tests")

    def setUp(self):
        print("Hello!")
        self.seq = list(range(10))

    def testshuffle(self):
        # make sure the shuffled sequence does not lose any elements
        random.shuffle(self.seq)
        self.seq.sort()
        self.assertEqual(self.seq, list(range(10)))

    def testchoice(self):
        element = random.choice(self.seq)
        self.assertIn(element, self.seq)

    def testsample(self):
        self.assertRaises(ValueError, random.sample, self.seq, 20)
        for element in random.sample(self.seq, 5):
            self.assertIn(element, self.seq)

    def tearDown(self):
        print("Goodbye!")

    @classmethod
    def tearDownClass(cls):
        print("Ending all tests")

if __name__ == '__main__':

    unittest.main()

testrandom.py
Starting all tests
Starting Test...
...Ending test.
.Starting Test...
...Ending test.
.Starting Test...
...Ending test.
.Ending all tests

-----------------------------------------------------------
Ran 3 tests in 0.000s

OK
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Skipping tests

● Skip tests depending on circumstances

● Decorate with

@unittest.skip(reason)

@unittest.skipIf(true-condition, reason)

@unittest.skipUnless(false-condition, reason)

To skip tests conditionally (or unconditionally), unittest provides three decorators. 
unittest.skip() skips a test unconditionally. unittest.skipIf() skips a test if the condition 
is true, and unittest.skipUnless() skips a test if the condition is false. The first parameter 
to all three decorators is a string with the reason for skipping the test. 

You can also create your own decorator by creating a function that returns unittest.skip() 
if the test should be skipped, and the function itself otherwise. 
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Making a suite of tests

● Make suites from one or more test classes

● Make one toplevel suite to contain all other suites

● Suites can be nested

● Create a test runner

● Run the toplevel suite

Most of the time you will not be running one test class at a time. You'll want to run all the
tests for a module, package, framework, or application.

To do this, use unittest.makeSuite() to make a suite of tests from each test class. Then 
use unittest.testSuite() to make a toplevel suite that will contain all the individual suites. 
Add each individual test suite to the toplevel suite. 

Next, create a test runner. The default runner, included with unittest, is 
unittest.TextTestRunner. Other test runners are available from PyPI.

Pass the toplevel suite to the run() method of the tes{t runner object to execute all the 
tests in the toplevel suite. 

In real life, you will usually use unittest discover or nose to 
automate test suite creation.

Example
testspam.py
import unittest 

class TestSpam(unittest.TestCase): 
    
    def test_one_is_one(self): 
        self.assertEqual(1,1) 
        
if __name__ == '__main__': 
    unittest.main()

testeggs.py
import unittest 

class TestEggs(unittest.TestCase): 

    

    def test_two_plus_two_is_four(self): 

        self.assertEqual(2 + 2, 4) 

        

if __name__ == '__main__': 

    unittest.main()
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testrunner.py
import unittest 

from testspam import TestSpam 

from testeggs import TestEggs 

# create an empty test suite 

testall_suite = unittest.TestSuite() 

# create test suites from TestSpam and TestEggs 

spam_suite = unittest.makeSuite(TestSpam) 

eggs_suite = unittest.makeSuite(TestEggs) 

# add suites from TestSpam and TestEggs to the testall suite 

testall_suite.addTest(spam_suite) 

testall_suite.addTest(eggs_suite) 

# create a generic test runner whose output goes to the screen 

runner = unittest.TextTestRunner() 

# run the suite of suites 

runner.run(testall_suite)

testrunner.py
.. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Ran 2 tests in 0.000s 

OK
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Automated test discovery

● Find tests (classes inheriting from unittest.TestCase)

● Create suites

● Run all tests

The previous topic showed how to create suites of tests to run all the tests in a project. 
Because this is both tedious and straightforward, Python 2.7 (and 3.2) added tools to 
automate finding running tests.

While you can use it programmatically, the usual approach is to run the discover method 
of unittest from the command line as follows:

python -m unittest discover

The following options can be added:

-v, --verbose verbose output
-s, --start-directory starting directory (defaults to .)
-p, --pattern pattern for test modules (defaults to test*.py)
-t, --top-level-directory top level of project (defaults to start directory)

This will find and run all tests in the specified folder and subfolders. 
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The Python debugger

● Implemented via pdb module

● Supports breakpoints and single stepping

● Based on gdb

While most IDEs have an integrated debugger, it is good to know how to debug from the 
command line. The pdb module provides debugging facilities for Python. 

The usual way to use pdb is from the command line:

python -mpdb script_to_be_debugged.py
Once the program starts, it will pause at the first executable line of code and provide a 
prompt, similar to the interactive Python prompt.  There is a large set of debugging 
commands you can enter at the prompt to step through your program, set breakpoints, and
display the values of variables. 

Since you are in the Python interpreter as well, you can enter any valid Python 
expression.

You can also start debugging mode from within a program.
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Starting debug mode

● Syntax
python -m pdb script

or
import pdb

pdb.run('function')

pdb is usually  invoked as a script to debug other scripts. For example: 

python -m pdb myscript.py

Typical usage to run a program under control of the debugger is: 

>>> import pdb

>>> import some_module

>>> pdb.run('some_module.function_to_text()')

> <string>(0)?()

(Pdb) c    # (c)ontinue 

> <string>(1)?()

(Pdb) c    # (c)ontinue

NameError: 'spam'

> <string>(1)?()

(Pdb)

To get help, type h at the debugger prompt. 
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Stepping through a program

● s single-step, stepping into functions

● n single-step, stepping over functions

● r return from function

● c run to next breakpoint or end

The debugger provides several commands for stepping through a program. Use s to step 
through one line at a time, stepping into functions.

Use n to step over functions; use r to return from a function; use c to continue to next 
breakpoint or end of program. 

Pressing Enter repeats most commands; if the previous 
command was list, the debugger lists the next set of lines.
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Setting breakpoints

● Syntax

b                     list all breaks

b linenumber (, condition)

b file  :  linenumber   (, condition)

b function name (, condition)

Breakpoints can be set with the b command. Specify a line number, or a function name, 
optionally preceded by the filename that contains it. 

Any of the above can be followed by an expression (use comma to separate) to create a 
conditional breakpoint.

The tbreak command creates a one-time breakpoint that is 
deleted after it is hit the first time.
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Profiling

● Use the profile module from the command line

● Shows where program spends the most time

● Output can be tweaked via options

Profiling is the technique of discovering the part of your code where your application 
spends the most time. It can help you find bottlenecks in your code that might be 
candidates for revision or refactoring. 

To use the profiler, execute the following at the command line:

python -m cProfile scriptname.py
This will output a simple report to STDOUT. You can also specify an output file with the 
-o option, and the sort order wth the -s option. See the docs for more information.

Example

python -m profile count_with_dict.py 
('eggs', 3) 
('crumpets', 1) 
('spam', 10) 
         19 function calls in 0.000 seconds 

   Ordered by: standard name 

   ncalls  tottime  percall  cumtime  percall 
filename:lineno(function) 
       14    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000 :0(get) 
        1    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000 :0(items) 
        1    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000 :0(open) 
        1    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000 :0(setprofile) 
        1    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000 
count_with_dict.py:3(<module>) 
        1    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000 profile:0(<code 
object <module> at 0xb74c36e0, file "count_with_dict.py", line 
3>) 
        0    0.000             0.000          profile:0(profiler)

The pycallgraph module (not in the standard library) will create a
graphical representation of an application's profile, indicating 
visually where the application is spending the most time. 
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Benchmarking

● Use the timeit module

● Create a timer object with specified # of repetitions

Use the timeit module to benchmark two or more code snippets. To time code, create a 
Timer object, which takes two strings of code. The first is the code to test; the second is 
setup code, that is only run once per timer . 

Call the timeit() method  with the number of times to call the test code, or call the 
repeat() method which repeats timeit() a specified number of times. 

Example
benchmarking.py

import timeit

setup = '''
from datetime import datetime, date
date_strings = '1952-09-22', '1956-10-31', '1990-08-27', 
'2014-08-01'
date_fmt = '%Y-%m-%d'
'''

test1 = '''
for date_string in date_strings:
    t = datetime.strptime(date_string, date_fmt).date()
'''

test2 = '''
for date_string in date_strings:
    year, month, day = date_string.split('-')
    t = date(int(year), int(month), int(day))
'''

timer1 = timeit.Timer(test1, setup)
print("test 1:", timer1.timeit())

timer2 = timeit.Timer(test2, setup)
print("test 2:", timer2.timeit())

benchmarking.py
test 1: 63.392538176995004
test 2: 7.323849512002198
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Chapter 7 Exercises

Exercise 7-1

Pick several of your scripts (from class, or from real life) and run pylint on them.

Exercise 7-2  (testpresident.py)

Using the unittest module, write a test case to test the President class. Test that the 
first president's last name is Washington. Add any other tests you like. Note: the President
class can be imported from the president module provided in root directory of the lab 
files.

Exercise 7-3

Use any available debugger to step through one or more of the scripts you have written so
far. 
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